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The combination of low and falling costs of storage, combined with increasingly pervasive and ubiquitous computing are creating
the possibility of very long term user modelling. This paper explores some
of the fundamental questions about the nature of a lifelong user model.
It begins by exploring the relationship between the new goals that lifelong user models can support and the concomitant issues and challenges.
We then explore the nature of what belongs in the user model, and what
does not. From these foundations of the goals that the lifelong user model
must serve, we discuss drivers for the design of systems which implement
lifelong user models. We conclude with discussion of broad issues that
follow from our analysis, proposing a roadmap for research needed to
achieve lifelong user models.
Abstract.
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Introduction

We are approaching a time when everyone will be able to inexpensively store
large amounts of personal digital information. This may be distributed over a
range of devices, including personal desktops, increasingly powerful carried devices, as well as in the cloud on various servers which can be accessed from a
range of devices. In parallel, emerging pervasive computing will provide many
dierent devices within the environment. Some of these will be appliance computers that perform restricted sets of tasks, just as a kitchen appliance like a
toaster has limited functionality. Some of these pervasive appliances will provide personalised services. Others will provide interfaces that enable people to
access and use their digital information: for example, a tabletop interface in a
coee shop or meeting room can provide the means for people to discuss projects
aided by relevant documents that they share and work with on at the table. By
exploiting the potential of inexpensive, ubiquitous and pervasive computing, it
will be possible to provide valuable, extensive personalised services.
Consider this example of the way that a lifelong user model might operate.

Ted is is a retired concert violinist who has a long term interest in technology.
He is 80 years old. Ted knows that he tends to forget things and that he takes
longer to learn new things. He has some on-going health problems and recently
injured his leg, becoming rather inactive.

Ted visits his GP for the results of recent medical tests. The GP explains
the implications of these. Ted is somewhat ustered and concerned he will forget
what the GP said. So, using the interface on his smart phone, he downloads
digital information sheets and other notes provided by his GP. The doctor also
recommends a new coaching programme for increasing exercise levels and tness
in the elderly. This too is loaded to his phone.
This scenario calls for several forms of long term user modelling. First consider Ted's long term goal of building up his tness and exercise levels. This is
typical of many important goals that remain relevant for people for long periods
in their lives. Ted will work on this, aided by his new coaching programme. This
will make use of the data about his activity levels. It will also maintain a model
of Ted's knowledge about tness and exercise and this can drive personalisation.
It may also draw on older models of Ted's sporting activity and interests to
tailor its recommendations. Some parts of these aspects of his user model may
have been used by previous coaching systems Ted used. Ted may view these user
models to see progress in improving his activity levels and tness. Similarly, a
visualisation of his knowledge in this area can help him monitor his progress and
see the aspects still to learn. He may share these models with other people, such
as a friend who is an exercise partner.
Now consider the other aspects of this consultation, where Ted learns about
results of recent medical tests and collects some digital documents, information
sheets and other notes. As Ted is forgetful, his user model may represent this,
driving his phone to alert him to review these materials later in the evening. It
may also remind him to show them to his daughter when he meets her the next
day. His user model can include models associated with each of the documents
from the consultation. These models include the context associated with his
receiving them: the time, and place, the people present (the doctor) and links
to associated documents such as the other documents received at that time, e.g.
the test results. Each document model keeps details of the context each time
he viewed it. These models can support

rending

of documents, based on any

aspects of context that Ted remembers.
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Goals which need lifelong user models

The current state-of-the-art in user modelling includes considerable achievements
in exploration of representations and approaches to reasoning as well as diverse
ways to build user models, both directly via suitable user interfaces and automatically via machine learning and exploration of systems issues such as user
modelling servers However, user models are generally restricted to a single application, often a single session. Some counter-examples include the work on user
model servers [1,17,2]. Even so, user modelling research has been dominated by
systems that have been evaluated in studies where each user made use of the
system over relatively short periods of time.
Are these approaches sucient for lifelong user modelling? To explore this,
we identify some of the important classes of goals for which the lifelong user

model is needed and their associated issues and challenges. Table 1 summarises
these. We now discuss each in turn.

Achieving long term goals.

This rst goal must support personalisation over

the long term, periods of several years. personal information management and
personalised teaching systems. It is also needed for the personalisation envisaged
for pervasive computing where systems integrated into the user's carried devices
and environment provide useful alerts as well as calm displays of useful information. For such systems to operate, they must be able to query the user model
for aspects such as their long term goals, knowledge, preferences, interests and
attributes. They may also need short term contextual models such as the user's
current task, activity and location.

Table 1.
Purpose

of

Goals for the lifelong model and associated issues and challenges
user Issues and challenges

model

Achieving long term How to deal with old models? Eective modelling of forgetting.
goals
How to take account of focus? How to resolve model values in
diering contexts?
Reuse by dierent How to deal with agreed meanings for the ontology used in difapplications
ferent parts of the model? Whether we need to do this? How to
address dierent standards dening model values?
User self-monitoring, How to create eective user interfaces? How to provide meaningreection, planning ful model interpretations and values? How to support eective
personal data mining?
User control and What representation can support eective interfaces? What insharing
terfaces will really enable user control?
Personal Information Should digital artifacts be regarded as implicit user models?
Management
and
Lifelogging
Institutional
mon- How to support the pragmatics of sharing parts of the model?
itoring,
reection, how to support heterogenous data mining across these?
planning

Returning to our scenario, it refers to three of Ted's long term goals: acquiring expertise as a violinist; a long term interest in technology; and maintenance
and improvement of his health. The rst of these is representative of the important class of learning toward outstanding expertise. Such learning achievement
demands long term

deliberate practice, a highly structured activity, the explicit

goal of which is to improve performance. Specic tasks are invented to overcome
weaknesses, and performance is carefully monitored to provide cues for ways to
improve it further [5]. Key characteristics of deliberate practice are its long term
nature over a period of at least 10 years [6]:368, that it is not inherently motivating but rather the learner does it to achieve improvements in performance

and it is an eortful activity that can be sustained only for a limited time each
day which is why it takes many years. Also notable is that it appears to require
excellent teaching or coaching [6]. This class of learning might be supported by
a long term user model which represents long term progress and activity and
which supports teaching by a system or person as well as assisting the learner
in monitoring their own progress and the eectiveness of their teachers.
Suppose that a single system helped Ted achieve expertise in one of these
long term skills. For example, a system which teaches a foreign language, such
as [7] may be used over long periods of time, with the learner returning to it
as they have time or the need to revise or build their language skills. What
are the new issues for

long term

user modelling in such situations? As shown

in the table, there is a need for new work for the interpretation of old models.
For example, if the user returns to the teaching system after 3 months, or a
year, or ve years, how should the old learner model be interpreted? How does
this depend upon the level that the learner had achieved? The table shows that
there are two forms of forgetting to be addressed. One relates to the user, as
just described. The other refers to the model itself. Should the system maintain
very old modelling information, dating back many years? With low cost storage,
perhaps it is easy to simply keep all the information in case it one day turns out
to be useful. But bloated models with information that is never used may incur
problems in terms of both human issues of privacy, control and understanding of
the model as well as technical aspects of scalability. These might be addressed
by relegating older information to a dierent level of the storage hierarchy.
An associated problem relates to issues of focus. It is likely that the most
recent modelling information is the most useful. This relies on the user's recent
knowledge, preferences and interests. However, there may be other parts of the
model that deserve to be treated as important. For example, suppose that a
student used a single example repeatedly over a semester long programming
subject. This could usefully be kept in an episodic user model [18] and it may be
extremely useful to refer to this, even years later. It seems likely that heavy use of
an artifact might usefully make it

stickier, remaining as a focus point in the long

term user model. However, other approaches may also deserve exploration. For
example, mimicking human episodic memory [4], the user model might represent
the richness of semantic connections to a particular concept. This may prove a
useful indicator of its importance and that part of the model may be treated
dierently for modelling forgetting as well as importance.

Reuse by dierent applications.

As longer term user modelling serves long

term goals, there is an increasingly compelling argument for reuse of the user
model. This introduces additional challenges, shown in the second row of the
table. Because multiple programs may need to be able to make use of the same
parts of the model, each must be able to interpret the model appropriately. This
involves ontological challenges as well as the diculties of potentially dierent
standards and ways to assess the value of parts of the model. Consider an example of learning a complex skill, such as programming. One aspect is knowledge of

loops. The term

loops has an agreed meaning and it is easy to map this to other
repetition and iteration. However, the denition of when a

synonyms, such as
user

knows

loops is more complex. In a teaching system for a rst programming

course, it may be reasonable to judge a user as knowing loops if they can read
and write simple code in one language [10]. For a higher level student, one would
expect far more, indicated by the ability to read and write more complex loop
code, in more languages, and more quickly. A teaching system for senior programming students could reuse the model from the earlier stages. But it would
need to understand several aspects beyond the semantics of

loops :

it should

take account of the time since the student learnt about them, the source of the
evidence about their knowledge and then it would need to interpret these. For
some aspects, there may be established competency standards. However, it may
be simpler and more accurate to set a diagnostic task on an as-needed basis.

User self-monitoring, reection, planning.

This has been the focus of work

on Open Learner Models (OLMs) [3], also called transparent or scrutable models.
The SMILI model [3] identied several key reasons for making a user model
open to learners: enabling correction or verication of the accuracy; supporting
reection, planning and monitoring learning; providing an aid for collaboration
and a basis for competition with others; as a guide to navigation, as in ELMART [18] where the colour-coded learner model indicated recommendations for
aspects to explore (green), to avoid (red) as well as marking those completed
(black); meeting the learner's right to access their own personal information
and, nally, for assessment. All but the last are equally relevant for broader user
modelling.
One of the essential elements for these goals is a suitable user interface to
the user model. This can build on research in
(LeMoRe

Learner Modeling for Reection

1 ) which has explored many approaches to presenting user models and

supporting interaction with them. Notably, if such an interface is created for a
personalised system, then its user model, in association with the interface, can
be of long term value for reection, planning and monitoring goals. This can
side-step ontological problems required for dierent programs to make use of a
long term user model.
However, there is still the challenge of enabling the user to meaningfully
interpret their model. For the important case of learning, we have already discussed the diculties for a program to determine when something is well enough
known. For the case of the individual learner, competency assessments or mastery standards may be useful. The more usual approach is to provide the learner
with comparisons of their own performance against a suitable peer group. For
well callibrated tests, the peer group may be based on age or educational level.
More commonly, it is simply the comparison against the students enrolled in the
same subject. For long term models, this may be of decaying usefulness.
One other important possibility provided by long term user models is the
creation of new insights based upon data mining on the long term user model.

1
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While there has been considerable work on data mining large amounts of

lective

col-

data about people, such as [12], and there is an emerging research area

in educational data mining (EDM) [15], there is potential value in mining

dividual

in-

user models, for example, sequence mining to identify interesting and

important patterns of behaviour. Even in collaborative contexts, this can be
valuable, such as sequential mining of interaction activity to identify patterns of
eective leadership [14].

User control and sharing.

As indicated in the table, the challenge is to create

interfaces that can make it easy for the user to achieve this. A suitable underlying
representation and a focus on simplifying the user model are likely to facilitate
the creation of such interfaces.

Personal Information Management and Lifelogging.

Lifelogging, where

large amounts of information is collected about the user's activities [13] has the
potential to support augmented cognition. Similarly, personal information management involves large stores. Both these aspects reect the new possibilities
for building user models from collections of personal digital information or using these

directly

as user models as in work on personalised search [16]. This

would be a radical departure from classic

explicit

user models. An intermedi-

ate approach could involve creation of explicit user models associated with les,
modelling their importance and relationships with other les. This goes beyond
existing approaches of creating metadata for les and sophisticated indexing and
searching mechanisms.

Institutional monitoring, reection, planning.

This is currently done in

large scale commercial data mining, such as [12]. However, there is potential for
these approaches to be usefully applied in other contexts, such as the classroom
where a teacher might gain understanding of the teaching eectiveness, using
Educational Data Mining [11]. The issues for enabling this relate to the pragmatics of privacy of personal data and eective controls for an individual to be
able to share just the parts of their user model that they wish. There is also the
need to support data mining from heterogenous sources.

3

Discussion and conclusions

One key question is whether the nature of lifelong user models should continue
the approach of much user modelling research, where user models are explicit sets
of beliefs about the user [9]. This means that low level, raw data is interpreted
and processed to contribute to the user model. This approach to user modelling
underlies work on generic user modelling shells [8] user model servers [1,17,2]. A
quite dierent possibility is to consider all of a user's digital artifacts and logs of
their activity as part of an implicit user model. This underlies work such as the
personalised search [16]. A third possibility is that the user model continues to

be a carefully crafted representation of the user. To address the needs for user
control, this should be supplemented with explanation and control subsystems
designed to support the user in scrutinising their user model, amending it and
controlling its release and use by dierent application. The model could also
maintain links to relevant raw data, including the user's digital artifacts. A
fourth possibility is to augment le systems with user models of les to support
management of privacy as well as assisting in rending based on high level criteria
such as user goals.
This paper has explored the nature of lifelong user modelling, in terms of
some of the key goals it can support and the associated issues and challenges.
We conclude that very long-lived and long-used applications are likely to have
an important role and each is likely to need its user model. There may be some
cases where models need to be shared and for these agreed ontologies and interpretations will be needed. We particularly note the importance of user interfaces
and open models to support direct use of the model by the user, to support their
own reection, monitoring and planning as well as for privacy management. And
it is important to explore the appropriate linkages between the user's raw data
and digital information on the one hand, and their user model, on the other.
The issues that are particular to the long term nature of lifelong user modelling dene a new user modelling research agenda. This needs to explore the
technical and social aspects of old models, the merits of explicitly building modelling systems to forget information that could clutter the model unduly and
may pose other undesirable risks. We need to move beyond the exploration of
ontologies for mapping terms, to the interpretation of modelling evidence in different contexts and at dierent times. We need to revisit our existing denitions
of the nature of a user model: must it be separate from raw evidence and digital
artifacts. And we need to explore the ways that we can enable people to make
better use of their own long term models, with eective ways to analyse, mine,
visualise and interact with them. Finally, we need to nd ways to address the
long present but unsolved issues of user control and privacy.
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